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Abstract

This submission for the award of the degree of PhD by published work must: “make a contribution to knowledge in a coherent and related subject area; demonstrate originality and independent critical ability; satisfy the examiners that it is of sufficient merit to qualify for the award of the degree of PhD.” It includes a selection of my work as a Lecturer (and later, Senior Lecturer) at Leeds University, from 1984 to the present. The overall theme of my research has been bootstrapping linguistic knowledge and resources from text. A persistent strand of interest has been unsupervised and semi-supervised machine learning of linguistic knowledge from textual sources; the attraction of this approach is that I could start with English, but go on to apply analogous techniques to other languages, in particular Arabic. This theme covers a broad range of research over more than 20 years at Leeds University which I have divided into 8 sub-topics: A: Constituent-Likelihood statistical modelling of English grammar; B: Machine Learning of grammatical patterns from a corpus; C: Detecting grammatical errors in English text; D: Evaluation of English grammatical annotation models; E: Machine Learning of semantic language models; F: Applications in English language teaching; G: Arabic corpus linguistics; H: Applications in Computing teaching and research. The first section builds on on my early years as a lecturer at Leeds University, when my research was essentially a progression from my previous work at Lancaster University on the LOB Corpus Part-of-Speech Tagging project (which resulted in the Tagged LOB Corpus, a resource for Corpus Linguistics research still in use today); I investigated a range of ideas for extending and/or applying techniques related to Part-of-Speech tagging in Corpus Linguistics. The second section covers a range of co-authored papers representing grant-funded research projects in Corpus Linguistics; in this mode of research, I had to come up with the original ideas and guide the project, but much of the detailed implementation was down to research assistant staff. Another highly productive mode of research has been supervision of research students, leading to further jointly-authored research papers. I helped formulate the research plans, and guided and advised the students; as with research-grant projects, the detailed implementation of the research has been down to the research students. The third section includes a few of the most significant of these jointly-authored Corpus Linguistics research papers. A “standard” PhD generally includes a survey of the field to put the work in context; so as a fourth section, I include some survey papers aimed at introducing new developments in corpus linguistics to a wider audience.
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Preface

I would like to start by clarifying for readers of this submission (if ever there are any other than my Examiners) what Leeds University Ordinances and Regulations say should be in a PhD by publications. The requirements for a “standard” PhD are that: “... the thesis must contain evidence of originality and independent critical ability and matter suitable for publication, and be of sufficient merit to qualify for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.” In my own experience of examining “standard” PhDs, I have generally tried to judge whether the thesis contains publishable material, as this yardstick is more tangible than an abstract judgement of “sufficient merit”. This is because in practice the two coincide: journal editors would not publish a paper unless it showed “originality and independent critical ability”, so surely the measure of a PhD is whether the research reported is publishable. The Research Degrees & Scholarships Office Circular 441 on ‘Opportunity for Members of Staff - PhD by Published Work’ states that: “... For the award of the degree of PhD by published work, the work must: make a contribution to knowledge in a coherent and related subject area; demonstrate originality and independent critical ability; satisfy the examiners that it is of sufficient merit to qualify for the award of the degree of PhD.” The only difference seems to be that for the “standard” case, the examiners have to judge whether there is “matter suitable for publication”, whereas a PhD by Published Work obviously meets this criterion. I am left with the first requirement, to “make a contribution to knowledge in a coherent and related subject area”.

So, I was left with the challenge of selecting some of my publications to include in this submission; and of presenting them as a coherent and related “story”. My first thought was to include ALL my publications, as this should be most impressive. Also it might save me having to write much, as the references alone would take up most of my word-count quota. Luckily my advisor David Hogg helped me realise that my Examiners would not be too pleased at the prospect of ploughing through over 150 publications. It would be better to identify and place
into context the principal contributions of my research career at Leeds University; with a selection of key papers to illustrate this. To help me decide what and how much to include, I sought out some previous PhDs by publication from Leeds University Library; but it turned out they just showed that there is no established precedent or pattern to follow. Past collections of publications ranged from a single book jointly-authored by the candidate\(^1\), to a book plus 5 single-authored and 11 jointly-authored journal papers\(^2\). Perhaps Ordinances and Regulations (for PhDs, and also for RAE etc) have to be deliberately vague to allow for different norms of publication in disparate research fields. I was left to decide for myself, and so I chose a selection of papers in the four areas outlined in the Abstract: (1) extensions and/or applications of techniques related to Part-of-Speech tagging in Corpus Linguistics; (2) my grant-funded research projects in Corpus Linguistics; (3) joint work with research students I have supervised; and (4) surveys of the field.

Clearly the “weighting” of joint-authored papers in sections 2 and 3 towards my own PhD is less than that of my single-author papers from sections 1 and 4. Probably I could have submitted just the single-authored papers, as surely these are already enough to meet the Ordinances and Regulations for PhD by publications, as discussed above. However, I wanted to present a more rounded picture of my research work at Leeds University; an increasing part of this has been through collaboration and supervision. Indeed, it seems to me that this should be the main difference between a “standard” PhD and a PhD by a staff member: Leeds University academic staff should be actively involved in research grant projects and research student supervision, and I believe that their PhDs by Publications should reflect this.


I’d like to say how interesting it has been to compile this submission. Or rather, I should say that writing the papers has generally been fun; however, the gathering together of the sources has been at times frustrating, as I had to hunt down or generate PDFs of papers from years ago … A full list of my publications can be found on my website (just google “Eric Atwell”). Like most web-sites, the online version is subject to change, but the References section serves as a snapshot at the time of submission of this PhD.

Chapter 1:
Personal Research Beyond Part-of-Speech Tagging
in Corpus Linguistics and Language Learning

The overall theme of my research has been bootstrapping resources from raw textual corpus data. A persistent strand of interest has been unsupervised and semi-supervised machine learning of linguistic knowledge from textual sources; the attraction of this approach is that I could start with English, but go on to apply analogous techniques to other languages, in particular Arabic. This theme covers a broad range of research over 20 years at Leeds University which I have divided into 8 sub-topics: A: Constituent-Likelihood statistical modelling of English grammar; B: Machine Learning of grammatical patterns from a corpus; C: Detecting grammatical errors in English text; D: Evaluation of English grammatical annotation models; E: Machine Learning of semantic language models; F: Applications in English language teaching; G: Arabic corpus linguistics; H: Applications in Computing teaching and research.

In my early years as a lecturer at Leeds University, my research was essentially a development from my previous work with Geoffrey Leech and Roger Garside at Lancaster University, on the LOB Corpus Part-of-Speech Tagging project [1,2,3,4,5,6]; the main tangible achievement of this project was the Tagged LOB Corpus, a resource for Corpus Linguistics research still in use today. After I moved to a Lectureship at Leeds University in 1984, I went on to investigate a range of ideas for extending and/or applying techniques related to Part-of-Speech tagging to research in Corpus Linguistics and Language Learning; my research involved using corpora for machine learning of language models, and/or for assisting student learning of language. Some of these ideas turned out to be theoretically interesting but not entirely successful in practice, and some of my papers actually ended up showing the problems with these approaches; but I suppose this is the nature of speculative research, you have to try new ideas to discover whether they really work.

The first paper in topic A: Constituent-Likelihood statistical modelling of English grammar reported ideas for future research on Analysis of the LOB Corpus: progress and prospects [7] (Atwell et al 1984). Much previous work on
parsing was based on hand-crafted sets of context-free grammar rules to be applied in a parsing algorithm searching top-down or bottom up for constituents of a context-free parse-tree. The paper introduced hypertags, which capture parse-tree structure as a sequence of bundles of opening and/or closing phrase brackets between PoS-tags. Parsing is modelled as predicting hypertags between PoS-tags, by machine-learning a hypertag-sequence model from a parsed training corpus. This was essentially an extension of the Constituent-Likelihood grammar model used in the LOB tagging program (CLAWS, Constituent-Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System, an acronym I thought up in my previous job at Lancaster University). This Constituent-Likelihood Grammar model used in PoS-tagging, and by extension in hypertag-based parsing, was discussed in more detail in [18] (Atwell 1987). By modelling a parse-tree as a sequence of hypertags, parsing is simplified to prediction of hypertag-sequence. Two novel approaches to Corpus-based statistical modelling of English grammar were implemented and compared in [40] (Atwell 1993): Neural Network and Markov bi-gram models of hypertag sequence prediction were implemented and compared. In the end, neither model stood out as clearly better than the other. This model of grammar was taken up by other researchers developing grammatical “chunkers” or partial parsers for English, e.g. (Garside and Fanny Leech 1985), (Sampson 1986), (Garside et al 1987), (Lesk 1988), (Church 1988), (Souter 1990), (Oostdijk 1991), (Chen and Chen 1993), (Fang and Nelson 1994), (Lyon 1994), (Lyon and Dickerson 1995), (Karlsson 1995), (Arnfield 1996), (McMahon and Smith 1996), (Lyon and Frank 1997), (Qiao and Huang 1998), (Hong and Renje 1998), (Smith and McEnery 2000), (Pedler 2007). Similar models were also applied to segmentation in other languages, e.g Chinese (Chen et al 1996), (Huang et al 1997), (Feng 2001), Hungarian (Megyesi 1998), French (Thibeault 2004), Czech (Kralik and Hladka 2006); and multi-language or language-independent systems, eg (Paprotte and Schumacher 1993), (Rayson 2003), (Elliott 2007). Constituent-Likelihood Grammar research was also applied in research on spoken language annotation (Stenstrom and Svartvik 1994), (Arnfield 1996); lexical semantics (Demetriou 1993), (Harley and Glennon 1997), (Johnson et al 2001); language variation (Oostdijk 1988); and English language teaching (Chapelle 1988), (Sugiura 1990), (Saito et al 2002).
My research on Constituent Likelihood Grammar broadened into topic B: **Machine Learning of grammatical patterns from a corpus.** I investigated unsupervised machine learning of Part-of-Speech tags: *a parsing expert system which learns from corpus analysis* [13] (Atwell 1987). English corpus projects have used various different PoS-tag sets, as linguists disagree on definitions and boundaries of grammatical categories; so I thought it would be interesting to see if unsupervised Machine Learning could come up with an “objective” set of grammatical classes independently. Clustering algorithms had been applied to science data-sets, but the application of unsupervised machine learning to large-scale textual corpus data was novel. The paper reported on results of a pioneering experiment to automatically categorise word-types according to the lexical contexts they keep in a corpus, using a bespoke machine-learning clustering algorithm. Two word-types are clustered together if their tokens tend to appear with the same neighbour-words. The program started by compiling a context-profile for each word-type: a list of words it appears next to, and frequency of each pairing. Then starting with the most frequent word in the corpus (“the”), its context-profile is compared with context-profiles of all other words, to find the best match. If the best match is above a threshold score, the words are clustered, and their context-profiles are merged. The program went on to the next-most-frequent-word; and iterated until no more word-pairs were sufficiently similar, with a match-score above the threshold. Then, the threshold was lowered, and the process started again from the most frequent “word”, which by this stage was not the word “the”, but the cluster including “the”. The results showed a clear cluster of prepositions, and other clusters for some other high-frequency function-words; but the method did not work well for lower-frequency words. So, I tried to extend this approach in *pattern recognition applied to the acquisition of a grammatical classification system from unrestricted English text* [15] (Atwell and Drakos 1987). Grammatical classes are indicated by inflectional patterns as well as by syntagmatic relations; so this paper investigated how to cluster or group words using word-ending or suffix information as well as lexical context in the machine learning algorithm, which included some lower-frequency words with common suffixes.
I experimented with *Transforming a Parsed Corpus into a Corpus Parser* by a different approach: machine-learning context-free grammar/parser rules from a parsed corpus [26] (Atwell 1988). The learning system extracted a set of context-free grammar rules from each parse-tree in the parsed corpus, and converting each context-free rule into a Prolog Definite Clause Grammar rule. In theory, the set of Prolog DCG rules constitutes not just a grammar but also a parser and generator: DCG grammars can be used both for parsing corpus sentences and generation of new sentences. The resulting Prolog rule-set was much larger than other AI knowledge bases of the time, and unfortunately proved much too large for the available Prolog interpreter.

A general drawback of simple clustering of word-types is that all tokens or instances of a word-type are assumed to belong to the same word-class, but in English many words can take two or more different PoS-tags depending on context. [115] (Atwell 2003) introduced an alternative approach to clustering similar words, using Prolog unification: *a new machine learning algorithm for neoposy: coining new parts of speech*. This paper proposed to group together (through Prolog unification) individual word tokens (rather than word-types) which appeared in equivalent contexts. However, it was not clear what should count as “equivalent context”: if exactly the same word-types are needed then not many words are unified; but if equivalent unification-classes are allowed, then too many words are grouped together. [126] (Atwell 2004) compared and contrasted the two different approaches: *Clustering of word types and unification of word tokens into grammatical word-classes*. The speculative conclusion was that the ideal approach should be some hybrid of the two.

I advocated *Combinatory Hybrid Elementary Analysis of Text* [139] (Atwell and Roberts 2006) as a solution to another challenge for unsupervised machine learning: unsupervised segmentation of words into morphemes. The CHEAT approach involves Super-Sized unsupervised learning, as it combines not one, not two, not three but four different layers of unsupervised learning. The key idea is: acquire results from a number of other candidate systems; CHEAT will read in the
output files of each of the other systems, and then line-by-line select the "majority vote" analysis - the analysis which most systems have gone for. The first layer of unsupervised learning involved getting my class of students to develop their own entries for the contest independently: “unsupervised learning” is (coincidentally) a recognized term in Education research, referring to student learning with minimal explicit direction from teachers. The resulting unsupervised learning systems developed by students constituted the second layer. Our cheat.py program learnt from the students’ outputs, without knowing which was the correct answer; so this was the third layer of unsupervised learning. An anonymous reviewer of our draft paper pointed out that the CHEAT approached seemed similar to an approach already known in the Machine Learning literature: a committee of unsupervised learners; however, we had developed the CHEAT algorithm without use of training material such as this background literature, adding a fourth layer to the super-sized unsupervised learning model! We could argue that super-sized unsupervised learning is not only a valid approach to Machine Learning for Corpus Linguistics, but also a valid approach to Student Learning; which makes super-sized unsupervised learning good for teaching as well as research.

My research on Machine Learning of grammatical patterns from a corpus was followed up by other Corpus Linguistics researchers, including (Altenberg 1991), (Souter and O’Donoghue 1991), (O’Donoghue 1991), (Belmore 1991), (Lankhorst and Moddemeijer 1993), (Osborne 1994), (Wilms 1995), (Zavrel 1996), (Sutcliffe 1996), (Fang 1996), (Wermter et al 1996), (Clark 2001), (Bod 2003), (Kurimo et al 2006), (Sawalha and Atwell 2008).

As well as investigating new algorithms for tagging, parsing, and unsupervised learning of grammar and morphology, I have been interested in applications of these techniques. One such avenue of research is topic C: **Detecting grammatical errors in English text.** At the time of this research, Word Processing was a new technology; and at best error-detectors could flag “non-words” but not grammatical errors. Parsers were so “brittle” that they could not parse many sentences in ordinary English text, so a “grammar-checker” based on a parser would simply have rejected
many sentences as unparsable. My approach was to adapt PoS-tagging: *how to detect grammatical errors in a text without parsing it* [16] (Atwell 1987), by PoS-tagging the text and then flagging low-probability PoS-tag sub-sequences as suspected errors. The system was illustrated using an example text where most of the errors were pinpointed and flagged; however this early paper presented no larger-scale evidence that this would work more generally. [17] (Atwell and Elliott 1987) included further discussion of probabilistic corpus-based methods for *Dealing with ill-formed English text*, using the PoS-tagger to predict grammatical errors. Instead of testing on a small artificial text, this paper presented results on an Error Corpus compiled from “real” sources. Further research on spelling and grammar error-detection has continued to build on these pioneering findings, including: (Rapp 1995, 1996), (Mitton 1996), (Ingels 1996, 1997), (Mangu and Brill 1997), (Bolt and Yazdani 1998), (Gojenola and Oronoz 2000), (Min et al 2000), (Bigert 2004, 2005), (Carlberger et al 2004), (Foster 2005), (Hirst and Budanitsky 2005), (Rayson et al 2005), (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell 2006), (Andersen 2007), (de Ilarraza et al 2007), (Pedler 2007), (Ramshaw 2007), (Wagner et al 2007).

Another application of a linguistically-analysed corpus is topic D: **Evaluation of English grammatical annotation models.** *Comparative evaluation of grammatical annotation models* [65] (Atwell 1996) presents research on corpus-based evaluation of parsing results from a range of English parsing programs. One approach to comparative evaluation of rival parsing algorithms was to test them on a common text and compare their outputs; but in practice different parsers can operate with very different theories or models of English grammar, rendering their analyses incompatible and not directly comparable. In response to this problem, some researchers advocated ignoring the labels used in each parsing scheme, and falling back on a comparison of tree-structures or phrase-bracketing; but the grammatical classes and functions can be a major part of some parsers’ outputs, so the “crossing-brackets” evaluation is unfair to these sophisticated parsers. The paper proposed a set of criteria for assessing the complexity or sophistication of the linguistic labelling scheme, as an orthogonal issue to bracketing accuracy. This work influenced subsequent research on evaluation and standards for grammatical annotation of
corpora, including (Sutcliffe et al 1996), (Carroll et al 1998, 1999), (Ide and Romary 2001), (Oepen et al 2004), (Kakkonen 2007).

My work on topic E: **Machine Learning of semantic language models** extended my research from grammar to semantics and pragmatics. I investigated a broad range of corpus annotations of linguistic knowledge which can be used in *Machine learning from corpus resources for speech and handwriting recognition* [66] (Atwell 1996); Part-of-Speech tags are just one of several layers of linguistic knowledge which can be encoded in a corpus and used to improve disambiguation of input speech, handwritten script, or multi-modal interaction, eg (Sutcliffe et al 1996), (Hess and Volk 1998), (Gorostiza et al 2006). Probably my most ambitious (and/or outlandish!) idea for applied corpus linguistics research was a proposal for a corpus for interstellar communication [96] (Atwell and Elliott 2001) in the event that the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence proves successful. To help our new ET friends learn English, we should build a richly-annotated corpus suitable for Machine Learning of semantics as well as grammar and lexis, combining a range of existing corpus linguistics resources. This paper was presented at the first International Conference on Corpus Linguistics, which was effectively Geoffrey Leech’s 65th birthday party; Longman supplied a huge birthday cake. My paper proposed that an international expert committee should be set up to design the Corpus for Interstellar Communication, headed by our preeminent Corpus Linguist … but Geoffrey Leech declined the invitation! And as far as I know, no researchers have followed up this idea (yet).

Many corpus linguists are interested in another application area, topic F: **Applications in English language teaching**. A related strand of research on extracting linguistic knowledge, not from a corpus but a dictionary text-file, resulted in a *lexical database for English learners and users: the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary* [31] (Atwell 1989). The OALD typesetting tape text-file was parsed to extract a lexical database usable by corpus linguistics researchers. For example, Appendix 2 of [31] showed an example search of the OALD database for taboo words: Abo, arse, ball, … 40 in total! I had access to the OALDCE file for personal
research through contact with the OALDCE Editor, Tony Cowie, at the time a colleague in the English Department at Leeds University; but I had no right to distribute or promote my extracted database. Other researchers around the same time also independently investigated the OALD "raw" typesetting file, i.e. the source that I started from, to extract lexical information for personal research, e.g. (Beckwith et al 1991), (Church et al 1991), (Zernik 1991), (Mitton 1992), (Karp et al 1992) (Strzalkowski and Vauthey 1992); but Mitton took the initiative by placing his OALD-derived database in the Oxford Text Archive for general reuse. Hence, most later re-use of OALD in NLP research was of Mitton's version; for example, (Chen and Xu 1995), (Yamashita and Matsumoto 2000), (Minnen et al 2001), (Brierley and Atwell 2008) cited not a journal or conference paper, but Mitton’s “readme” file from the Oxford Text Archive.

I have also published a range of other papers extending and/or applying techniques relating to Part-of-Speech tagging, too many to cover in detail in this submission, including: [8, 9, 11, 12, 21, 23, 25, 27, 32, 33, 43, 47, 55, 57, 59, 73, 95, 122, 126, 128, 148, 149, 150, 156, 157, 158]; furthermore, most or all of the papers referred to in other sections could also be seen as extensions and/or applications of Part-of-Speech tagging.
Chapter 2:
Grant-Funded Research Projects
in Corpus Linguistics and Language Learning

As well as continuing with my individual research, I have managed a number of research projects supported by research grants. In this mode of research, I had to come up with original ideas and guide the project, but much of the detailed implementation was down to research assistant staff. This second section presents a range of co-authored papers arising from grant-funded research projects in Corpus Linguistics and Language Learning; the projects used corpora for machine learning of language models, and/or for assisting student learning of language. The projects continued on the research topics initiated in chapter 1; or extended my research into related topics.

*Project APRIL* [28] (Haigh et al 1988) developed topic A: **Constituent-Likelihood statistical modelling of English grammar.** We investigated another approach to Machine-Learning a parser from a parsed corpus. The parser started with an initial guess of the parse-tree for a given sentence, and then gradually tried to improve this first attempt by a series of minor changes, using patterns from the parsed corpus to evaluate proposed changes. Instead of hill-climbing or optimisation by only accepting improvements, the evolving tree sometimes accepted changes that seemed worse; this search strategy, Simulated Annealing, aimed to avoid getting stuck in local maxima in the search space. Unfortunately, the APRIL parser still made many mistakes, and we did not have conclusive evidence of its superiority over other parsers; but the approach was of interest to other researchers, e.g. (Sharkey 1989), (Souter 1990).

Further research on topic D: **Evaluation of English grammatical annotation models** included *AMALGAM: Automatic mapping among lexicogrammatical annotation models* [57] (Atwell et al 1994). We aimed to map between a range of rival English corpus Part-of-Speech tagging schemes, and analyse similarities and differences between the PoS-tag sets. A *comparative evaluation of modern English corpus grammatical annotation schemes* [87] (Atwell et al 2000) covered both Part-of-Speech tagging schemes and parsing schemes applied in a range of English corpus research projects. The AMALGAM project also collated definitions and
examples of each of the tag-sets, downloadable from the AMALGAM website, and provided an email Part-of-Speech tagging service. Users could submit their English text by email, stating which PoS-tagset(s) they wanted to apply to the text; and receive a PoS-tagged text by reply. This research was used by other working on comparing and combining tagsets and taggers, e.g. (Teufel 1995), (Sutcliffe et al 1996), (Zavrel and Daelemans 2000), (Dejean 2000), (Foth and Hagenstrom 2002), (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell 2006), (Pedler 2007), (Dickinson and Jochim 2008).

The ISLE project developed topic F: **Applications in English language teaching.** The project built tools and resources for Interactive Spoken Language Education. We developed a prototype system including English pronunciation exercises which used speech recognition to detect pronunciation errors and suggest corrections. Our paper in the Natural Language Engineering Journal special issue on best practice in spoken dialogue systems engineering introduced the concept of Meta-users in *User-guided system development in ISLE: Interactive Spoken Language Education* [90] (Atwell et al 2000). Meta-users are experts on the needs of users; in our case, English language teachers who guided systems designers on the needs of our end-users, English language learners. We also developed a novel corpus for the ISLE project, *the ISLE corpus: Italian and German spoken learner’s English* [111] (Atwell et al 2003). This is a collection of recordings of English language learners’ spoken English utterances, augmented with graphemic and phonetic transcripts, error-tagging and prosodic markup. The ISLE corpus is a unique resource for research on non-native English learner errors in pronunciation and prosody. Our research on applications in English language teaching was followed up by other researchers, e.g. (Oba and Atwell 2003), (Gabrielatos 2005), (Tepperman and Narayanan 2005a,b, 2008), (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell 2006).

Collaborating with other researchers in a joint project allowed me to take ideas originally developed for English and try them out on other languages, specifically topic G: **Arabic corpus linguistics.** The ABC project, Arabic By Computer, resulted in *an Arabic text database and glossary system for students* [29] (Brockett et al 1989). Computer and corpus resources were starting to be used for English language teaching, but these technologies were novel in Arabic language teaching; simply storing, processing and displaying Arabic script was a significant problem at the time. Few Arabic academics or departments had access to or interest in using computers; and other Arabic academics did not take up our system. So, I stopped working on Arabic, till later …
My first funded research project was on topic H: **Applications in Computing teaching and research.** Supported by Leeds University internal funding, we developed the *Leeds Unix Knowledge Expert: a domain-dependent Expert System generated with domain-independent tools* [19] (Cliff and Atwell 1987). We used the Unix online manual as a corpus, and LUKE was an English-language query front-end to this corpus. Students learning the Unix “language” could ask a simple question such as “how do I delete a file?”; LUKE used simple partial parsing and pattern-matching to find a matching Unix manual page presenting the appropriate Unix command as an answer. Another project which combined machine-learning of language models and student learning was our project on Customising a Copying-Identifier for Science Student Reports. A corpus of science student lab reports was used in corpus-based development and evaluation of plagiarism-detection systems applied to the specific task of *detecting student copying in a corpus of science laboratory reports* [114] (Atwell et al 2003). First-year science students have to learn the specialised language used in reporting on laboratory experiments: lab reports follow a quite rigid, standardised format, and can be expected to have significant overlap in content. However, too much overlap amounts to plagiarism. Our research resulted in corpus-based algorithms to detect this specialised form of plagiarism; and also, some pedagogical findings on the key individual contributions to expect of students: the Introduction, Methods, and Results sections of lab reports can justifiably overlap, but the Discussion and Conclusions should reflect individual insights. Our research has been followed up by others, eg (Gabrielatos 2005), (Thelwall 2005), (Abu Shawar and Atwell 2007).

I have also published a range of other papers reporting on results of grant-funded research projects, too many to cover in detail here, including: [22, 24, 30, 34, 35, 58, 59, 60, 62, 69, 71, 74, 80, 84, 89, 101, 102, 111, 114, 122, 146, 155, 159].
Another highly productive mode of research has been supervision of research students, leading to jointly-authored research papers: I have supervised 18 research students to successful completion of their Theses, and hope to supervise many more in the future. I helped formulate the research plans (as in my experience few if any PhD applicants start out with a clear idea of what they want to do), and guided and advised the student. As with research-grant projects, the detailed implementation of the research was down to the research students. To spare the examiners (and any other readers) I mention only a few of these below, but this should not be taken as a criticism of the students who co-authored the papers left out. Of course, all their Theses have been significant contributions to research (or else they would not have been awarded their degrees!); I have limited this collection to a sample of jointly-authored papers which illustrate the theme of Corpus Linguistics and Language Learning: using corpora for machine learning of language models, and/or for assisting student learning of language.

I supervised several PhD students researching aspects of topic B: **Machine Learning of grammatical patterns from a corpus**. For example, [61] (Hughes and Atwell 1995) presented an approach to *the automated evaluation of inferred word classifications*. In supervised machine learning, the results can be compared to the training data, but it is not obvious how to evaluate the clusters found by unsupervised machine learning methods. This paper showed that unsupervised learning of word-classes from corpus data results in novel word-classifications; and these can be evaluated by comparing the classes against PoS-tag classes in the tagged LOB corpus. A range of different clustering algorithms and similarity metrics were compared, to find the combination which most closely resembles the LOB tag-set partition of words into classes. Other researchers who built on this approach to evaluation include (Sutcliffe et al 1996), (Zavrel 1996), (Thompson and Brew 1996), (McMahon and Smith 1996, 1998), (Dejean 2000).
I supervised several PhD students investigating the bootstrapping of resources from textual corpus data for topic E: **Machine Learning of semantic language models**. Corpus-based language modelling can be applied to semantics and pragmatics as well as syntax. [78] (Churcher et al 1997) presented the *semantic/pragmatic annotation of an air traffic control corpus for use in speech recognition*. A corpus of transcripts of air traffic control dialogues was annotated at several linguistic levels, to use in building dialogue models for speech recognition with the specialised sublanguage of air traffic control. [98] (Demetriou and Atwell 2001) described a *domain-independent semantic tagger for the study of meaning associations in English text*, derived from LDOCE, the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English. In LDOCE, each word has a definition, written using a restricted terminology, the Longman Defining Vocabulary. This means that the set of words in each word-definition, stripped of stop-words, can serve as a set of semantic primitives representing the meaning of the word in computational analysis. The bundle of semantic primitives is in effect a semantic tag. The meaning association between any two words is measured by the overlap in semantic primitives: the number of Longman Defining Vocabulary words appearing in the definitions of both of the words in question. The paper describes a Prolog implementation and some applications. [103] (Duan and Atwell 2002) applied this LDOCE-derived lexical semantic model to measure *semantic association between web pages - a lexical knowledge based method*. Another use of corpora to derive language models involves using *corpora in machine-learning chatbot systems* [136] (Abu Shawar and Atwell 2005). The AIML chatbot architecture requires a set of input-reply patterns or templates, which allow the chatbot to find an appropriate response to any user input. This paper proposed that a set of input-reply patterns could be directly extracted from a dialogue corpus, and hence a chatbot can be retrained to chat in the language of any given dialogue corpus. This technique was illustrated by a range of chatbots trained in different genres, topics, and even different languages. Other corpus-based semantic researchers built on our approach to bootstrapping semantic knowledge and resources from text, e.g. (Piao et al 2004), (Rayson et al 2004), (Campbell-Laird 2004), (Geeb 2007), (Ravi and Kim 2007).

I have been able to renew my interest in topic G: **Arabic corpus linguistics**, through supervision of several research student projects which used Arabic corpora for machine learning of language models, and/or for assisting Arabic language teaching and learning. [123] (Atwell et al 2004) surveyed growing interest in Arabic Corpus Linguistics, and presented a *review of Arabic corpus analysis tools*. [141] (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell 2006) discussed the limitations of a range of existing Arabic
corpora, leading to the design of a corpus of contemporary Arabic. [140] (Roberts et al 2006) demonstrated the problems a number of existing concordancers have with analysis of Arabic corpora, and presented an alternative: aConCorde: Towards an open-source, extendable concordancer for Arabic. This research has started to have a wider impact, for example (Zribi et al 2007), (Smith et al 2008), (Abbes and Dichy 2008).

I have also published a range of other papers in collaboration with research students, too many to cover in detail, including: [ 41, 42, 44, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 56, 63, 64, 68, 72, 75, 76, 77, 82, 83, 85, 86, 88, 91, 92, 93, 100, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108, 110, 112, 113, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 124, 127, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 137, 138, 143, 145, 147, 148, 151, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158]
Chapter 4:
Surveying Research in Corpus Linguistics and Language Learning

As a concluding section, I include survey papers aimed at introducing new developments in computing and corpus linguistics to a wider audience, particularly in English language teaching. Some of the “new developments” may look rather dated to the reader in 2008 (and will undoubtedly look even more dated to future readers!); this may help to make readers aware of the limited computational resources and technologies which formed the context of some earlier research papers in this collection.

Two survey papers focussed on topic F: Applications in English language teaching. The first of these survey papers [10] (Atwell 1986) was written for a British Council symposium on computers in English language teaching and research. The survey looked beyond the micro, towards advanced software for research and teaching from computer science and artificial intelligence; and aimed to introduce state-of-the-art issues from Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence to English language teachers and researchers. The Language Machine [81] (Atwell 1999) was a broader survey of language engineering and corpus linguistics techniques and applications, aimed at British Council staff and clients around the world, as a contribution to the “English 2000” initiative to promote the British English language industry and British English language teaching in the new millennium. Neither of these papers have had much impact in terms of citations by other researchers; however, the aim was to reach British Council “customers” and English language teaching practitioners, and this impact is less tangible or measurable.

Other survey papers dealt with topic H: Applications in Computing teaching and research. From 1990 to 1996, I took some time out on internal secondment from my Lectureship in a series of externally-funded research projects and initiatives: a postdoctoral Advanced Research Fellowship funded by the Science and
Engineering Research Council; a Senior Research Fellowship funded by the Defence Research Agency of the Ministry of Defence; National Coordinator of the Knowledge Based Systems Initiative, funded by the UK Universities Funding Council which became the Higher Education Funding Councils; and National Coordinator for Computer Analysis of Language And Speech projects within the New Technologies Initiative funded by the UK Higher Education Funding Councils. One of my aims in these secondments was to promote knowledge-based systems and language technologies to a broader academic audience. I include three survey papers from this period: [37] (Atwell 1993) introduced the HEFCs’ Knowledge Based Systems Initiative, and a selection of the projects I coordinated; [38] (Atwell and Lajos 1993) looked at Knowledge and constraint management: large scale applications, including an early recognition of the emerging World Wide Web as a potentially useful research resource; and [39] (Atwell 1993) overviewed linguistic constraints for large-vocabulary speech recognition, introducing a range of corpus linguistics knowledge-sources at the levels of lexis, syntax and semantics. These Knowledge Based Systems Initiative papers (and, as far as I can tell, papers from other KBSI projects as well) had little impact in terms of citations by other researchers, which was disappointing both for me and for the KBSI sponsors. The lack of citations for the British Council initiatives is understandable as the target readership was not researchers; but the KBSI programme was supposed to promote KBS takeup by UK university academics. On reflection, it seems that funding “technology promotion” programmes may not be an effective use of Higher Education Funding Council funds.

I have also published a number of other papers which survey issues relating to corpus linguistics and language learning, too many to cover in detail in this submission, including: [14, 20, 36, 45, 46, 48, 53, 67, 70, 79, 94, 97, 99, 105, 109, 129, 142, 152, 154].
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